California’s Clinic World
From the Rural Health Clinic (RHC) Perspective

- HBOCs: Licensed as department of hospital
  - Approximately 600-800 sites

- Community-Based Clinics (Mostly FQHCs)
  - Licensed as “primary care clinic”
  - Approximately 1000 sites

- Medical Foundations
  - Not Licensed - Operate on license of MD
  - Unknown number of sites

- Private Practices
  - Not Licensed - Operate on license of MD or NP
  - Unknown number of sites

- RHCs
  - Medicare Certification
  - 124 HBOC Sites
  - 16 Community-Based Sites
  - 163 Private Practice Sites
  - Total RHCs 303

Questions? www.CARHC.org
info@carhc.org
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